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question
What different strategies, methodologies, and 
approaches exist to engage a broader population of 
educators with computational thinking and electrical 
concepts ?

How can a refocus on materials create new, dynamic 
potions of entry into computational thinking for less 
engaged populations?



concept



concept
BOXES aims to engage broader populations of 
educators in computational thinking through the 
use of soft, alternative or repurposed materials 
and personal fabrication.

Specific objectives include (1) creating a learning 
space that promotes experimentation, 
reflection, and self-expression and (2) 
investigating how the use of new and/or 
repurposed materials can engage new 
audiences in computation through craft.



project proposal
Design a toolkit of “soft,” alternative materials 
that promotes scaffolded learning of 
computational processes and electronics to 
create a uniquely scalable and customizable 
learning tool.

Specific objectives include (1) creating a learning 
space that promotes experimentation, 
reflection, and self-expression and (2) 
investigating how the use of new and/or 
repurposed materials can engage new 
audiences in computation through craft.



project proposal



objectives

tangibility

materials

experimentation



why is this important?



computational thinking
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf

Computational thinking (CT) is a problem-solving process that includes 
(but is not limited to) the following characteristics:

• Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer 
and other tools to help solve them.

• Logically organizing and analyzing data
• Representing data through abstractions such as models and 

simulations
• Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of 

ordered steps)
• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with 

the goal of achieving the most efficient and effective 
combination of steps and resources

• Generalizing and transferring this problem solving process to a 
wide variety of problems

http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf
http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf
http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf


computational thinking
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf

These skills are supported and enhanced by a number of dispositions or 
attitudes that are essential dimensions of CT. These dispositions or 
attitudes include:

• Confidence in dealing with complexity
• Persistence in working with difficult problems
• Tolerance for ambiguity
• The ability to deal with open ended problems
• The ability to communicate and work with others to achieve a 

common goal or solution

http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf
http://csta.acm.org/Curriculum/sub/CurrFiles/CompThinkingFlyer.pdf


significance
BG PICTURE

work force

Image source: www.artsusa.org/pdf/information_services/.../ready_to_innovate.pdf

global 
challenges

http://www.artsusa.org/pdf/information_services/.../ready_to_innovate.pdf
http://www.artsusa.org/pdf/information_services/.../ready_to_innovate.pdf


significance
INDIVIDUAL PICTURE

creative self expression

confidence in application

avenue to other interests

ability to fail...and try again
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significance
A FEW QUESTIONS

how is this currently being addressed?

what already exists?

who might this be alienating?

what are the patterns that emerge?

what other options exist?



audience
USERS, STAKEHOLDERS, SITES, AND PARTNERS



LEARNERS
STUDENTS 
TEACHERS
AFTERSCHOOL 
         MENTORS
MAKERS

stakeholders

users

sites

PARENTS
SCHOOLS 
CURRICULUM 
         DESIGNERS
TECH ED 
        RESEARCHERS

TEACHERS
          ICT
         MATH
         SCIENCE
         ARTS
NEW TEACHERS
PARENTS
SCHOOL 
          ADMINISTRATION

tier 1 tier 2 tier 3
PRIMARY + 
         SECONDARY +
         POST-SECONDARY
         INSTITUTIONS
EDUCATION 
         SPECIALISTS
STEM ADVOCATES
TECH ED 
          RESEARCHERS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
E-TEXTILE + 
         SMART MATERIALS              
         COMMUNITY

CLASSROOM
AFTERSCHOOL

LIBRARIES
HACKER
        SPACES
MUSEUMS

partners QUEST TO 
        LEARN
INSTITUTE OF PLAY
HTINK
MOUSE
SCRAPYARD JR.
STEM MAGNET MS

NEW VISIONS       
         FOR PUBLIC  
         SCHOOLS
DTC
EXPLORATORIUM
NATL HALL OF
SCINCE

CONFERENCES

NSF
DOE



learning theory
COGNITION AND TANGIBILITY

FROEBEL PIAGET VYGOTSKY PAPERT



toolkits
COMPUTER SCIENCE, PHYSICAL COMPUTING, AND ROBOTICS



Leah Buechley, Nwanua Elumeze, and Michael Eisenberg, “Electronic/Computational Textiles and Children’s Crafts,” in Proceedings of IDC ’06 (presented at the IDC, 
Tampere, Finland: ACM, 2006), 49.

toolkits
E-TEXTILES, SOFT CIRCUITS, AND ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS



toolkits
E-TEXTILES, SOFT CIRCUITS, AND ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS



points of entry
LOW CEILINGS, WIDE WALLS

cost

LEGO 
Mindstorms

$214

Sifteo

$149
STARTER SET

Cublets

Sifteo

Smart TilesMindstorms Triangle Prism

Cubelets

$300
STARTER SET

Little Bits

$129
STARTER SET



points of entry
LOW CEILINGS, WIDE WALLS

cost

Feltronics

$20

Squishy Circuits

$20

Lilypad + E-Textiles

$50



points of entry
LOW CEILINGS, WIDE WALLS

cost
materials
pedagogical approach
scalability
support



BOXES
BUILDING OPEN EXPANDABLE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS



NO 
BRAIN(ER)

DESIGN What is design?

What is electricty?
Voltage, current, resistance?
How do you construct a basic 
     circuit?
How can you design a circuit to 
     fit in a box?

What is a switch?
How do you make one?
What does digital mean? Analog?
What is a variable resistor?

ELECTRICITY

SWITCH

outline

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Fr%C3%B6bel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Fr%C3%B6bel


What is input? Output?
What do we mean by behavior?
What is a program?
What is psuedocode?

What is interaction?
What is sensing?
How do microcontrollers “sense”?
What can they do with the data 
     they collect?

BEHAVIOR

 SENSING

ONE 
BRAIN

outline

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Fr%C3%B6bel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Fr%C3%B6bel


How do computers communicate 
      with each other?
What kind of language do they use?
What is a computer?
What is a state?
What is a conditional?
What is a robot?

What is an an object?
What is a rule set?
What is a network?
How can we see complexity arise 
      from simple interactions?
What is emergence?

TALKING

NETWORKING

MANY 
BRAINS

outline

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Fr%C3%B6bel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Fr%C3%B6bel


design

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

15 USD

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, etc



What is electricity? 
Voltage, current, resistance? 
How do you construct a basic 
circuit? 
How can you design a circuit to 
make it fit in the box?

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

electronics
Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, etc 50 USD



electronics
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each other

50 USD
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source, copper tape, etc



electronics

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

50 USD

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, etc



talking
65 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

What is a switch? 
How do you make one? 
What does digital mean? 
What does analog mean?
What is a variable resistor?

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape, etc
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65 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

talking
Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape, etc



enter...



ARDUINO

enter...



sensing
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

What is input and output? 
What do we mean by 
"behavior"? 
What is sensing? 
How do things "sense" each 
other? 
What is a program? 

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, etc



sensing
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

EXERCISE

Common sensing

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, etc

Image Source: http://thenounproject.com/

http://thenounproject.com
http://thenounproject.com
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sensing
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, etc



computation
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, etc

What is a program?
What is a computer? 
What is interaction? 
What is a state?



computation
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

EXERCISE

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, etc

You are not a 
ROBOT

(are you?)
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each other
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computation
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
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computation
80 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, etc



networks
150 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip, RFID tags

How can we see complexity
arise from simple objects?
What is an object?
What is a rule set?
What is a network?
What is emergence? 



networks
100 USD

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip
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networks

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
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networks

make the box
make an LED box
make two boxes that 
are a switch
make one box that is a 
switch
make one box that is a 
switch for another box
make a series of boxes 
that are switches for 
each other

ACTIVITY

Paper, tape, makers, LED, resistors, power 
source, copper tape, magnets, electric tape,
AVR chip,

100 USD



soft circuits
APPLICATION

learning and making

start from a comfortable 
place



methodology
APPLICATION



evaluation
COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS AND ATTITUDES

points of entry
transfer
self reflection



next steps
SPRING 2012

making
HTINK
Scrapyard Jr
MOUSE
Short Circuit

workshops

research Independent Study: Hackerspaces + 
Learning

assessment



teachable moments 
+

salutary failures

in the end...



thank you!


